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11Abstract In this paper, we propose a conceptual framework to guide the design of a
12computer-supported collaborative learning intervention to help students learn how to
13improve collaborative knowledge building discourse at the level of the small group. The
14framework focuses on scripting individual and collective regulatory processes following
15collaboration. Individuals are required evaluate their team’s chat transcripts against rubrics
16to score discussion quality. These theoretically supported rubrics provide concrete exam-
17ples of desired communication processes for individuals. After this individual assessment,
18the team is prompted to discuss their individual scores, identify strengths and weaknesses
19of their collaborative discourse processes, and select strategies to improve the quality of
20their collaborative discussion in a future discussion session. To evaluate our framework,
21we created a prototype of an online system and asked students to use it over ten weeks as
22part of five discussion sessions. Participants included 37 students, divided into 13 teams,
23from a graduate online course in information sciences. We used quantitative and qualita-
24tive analysis techniques to examine students’ collaborative processes over time, with
25teams as the main unit of analysis. All teams followed the same general activities, but
26there were two different conditions for scripting individual reflections that preceded the
27collective sense-making activity: one (Future-thinking) focused on pushing individuals to
28pay attention to advice on how to improve existing processes in future sessions and
29another (Evidence-Based) pushed Individuals to pay closer attention to the chat transcripts
30to provide evidence for their group process scores. Our results suggest (1) use of the
31framework can help students’ monitor and regulate collaborative processes and improve
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32collaborative discourse over time and (2) the Evidence-Based condition can help students
33engage in higher quality reflective analysis.

34Keywords Assessment . Collective regulation . Discussion quality . Online collaboration .

35Online learning . Socio-metacognition . System design
36

37Learning to monitor and regulate collective discussion processes

38There is an increasing recognition that collaboration can provide opportunities for more
39sophisticated forms of learning than individual activity, because it pushes people to think
40about ideas they would likely not have considered alone (Chi and Wylie 2014). There are also
41many demands for collaborative competencies as our society becomes increasingly dependent
42on teams to solve complex problems or lead innovation (Frey and Osborne 2017; West 2007).
43Though collaborative activity is becoming an increasingly necessary for everyday life, studies
44indicate that collaboration is a skill that is often lacking (Kozlowski and Ilgen 2006).
45Specifically, collective sense-making processes that occur as groups synthesize information
46into collective knowledge and negotiate what is known are prone to a variety of problems that
47lead to poor group performance and learning outcomes (Barron 2003; Borge and Carroll 2010;
48Borge and Carroll 2014; Kerr and Tindale 2004; Kozlowski and Ilgen 2006; West 2007).
49Though many researchers in CSCL have devised ways to help students enhance collaborative
50discourse processes, many do so by actively guiding and constraining how students collaborate
51within a collaborative system. We argue, along with others, that the key to improving
52collaborative activity is by actively guiding and constraining how students make sense of
53and regulate their own collaborative activity (Borge and White 2016; Järvelä and Hadwin
542013). This type of metacognitive regulation at the level of the group has been referred to as
55socio-metacognitive expertise (Borge and White 2016).
56Although there have been attempts to help students develop socio-metacognitive expertise,
57attempts thus far have only been partially successful (Borge Q2and White 2006; Hogan 1999;
58Järvelä et al. 2013). Most are able to help students increase awareness of processes or
59strategies, but none have been able to help students regulate collaborative processes so as to
60significantly improve collaborative activity (Hogan 1999; Järvelä et al. 2013).
61In this paper, we extend the work on socio-metacognitive development by proposing a
62framework for supporting socio-metacognitive development with technology, examining the
63impacts of different types of reflective scripting, and devising a way to examine changes in
64collaborative discourse quality over time.
65We begin the paper by defining collaboration and providing an example of a real-world
66team engaged in poor sense-making activity. Drawing on relevant literature we explain why
67such collaborative activity is prone to poor sense-making and why regulation of group activity
68poses so many challenges for students. We use this information to inform a conceptual
69framework for computer-supported group regulation. We then describe a study where we
70tested the foundational principles of the framework and report findings that show how use of
71the framework helped students learn how to modify their own collaborative interactions and
72significantly improve them over time. As such, this study provides a new generalizable method
73for supporting socio-metacognition with computer support that can help students improve
74collaborative processes for themselves, thereby contributing to what is known about computer-
75supported group regulation.
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76Defining collaboration

77Our work is highly influenced by theories of group cognition (Stahl 2006) and knowledge
78building (Scardamalia and Bereiter 1996). Stahl (2006) argues that collaboration is a form of
79nested cognition where knowledge building occurs at multiple levels of scale, at the individual,
80the group, and the community level. During collaboration, the construction of shared meaning
81occurs as individuals work to make sense of new information or artifacts and then share their
82ways of knowing with the group. Once individuals externalize their thinking through language
83it moves from individual to group cognition. The group must then work to synthesize
84information from individuals into a form of shared knowledge and negotiate what is known
85at the level of the group to control what information is transferred to the larger community
86(Stahl 2006). The purpose of this form of sense-making is not to learn facts or develop skills,
87but to build new knowledge (Scardamalia and Bereiter 1996).
88Given the complex nature of collaborative activity, it is not surprising that the term
89“collaboration” has been used in varying ways to describe a wide range of collective
90activity. Unlike theories of knowledge building, which focus on understanding and
91evaluating collaborative knowledge construction at the level of the community
92(Scardamalia Q3and Bereiter 2006), we are concerned with understanding and evaluating
93collaborative knowledge construction at the level of the small group. Building on
94previous definitions of collaboration (Roschelle and Teasley 1995; Stahl 2006), we define
95collaboration at the level of the small group as a synchronous activity that occurs as
96individuals engage in collective thought processes to collectively synthesize information
97and negotiate what is known in order to create shared meaning, make joint decisions, and
98create new knowledge. New knowledge can include the development of new artifacts,
99solutions to problems, or ways of thinking, but does not include the transfer of existing
100information from one member to another.
101From this framework, we conceptualize collaboration at the level of the group as a
102specific type of communication behavior that occurs when groups work to create new
103knowledge, defined by the existence of two separate, yet complementary, types of macro-
104communication patterns: collective information synthesis and collective knowledge negotia-
105tion. High quality collaborative sense-making occurs when teams produce collaborative
106behaviors associated with high quality collective information synthesis and collective knowl-
107edge negotiation processes.

108Contextualizing the problem

109It is difficult for students to engage in the types of sophisticated collective sense-making that
110good collaboration requires. Students are usually so focused on completing the collaborative
111task that they do not pay attention to their own processes. A good example of this problem can
112be seen in an excerpt from Borge and Carroll (2010), where a software development team is
113working on a collaborative design project. This team came from a course on human-centered
114design and was supposed to be predicting the types of problems that users might experience
115when trying to use a photograph-sharing website they developed. Once they identified
116problems, they were supposed to propose the best type of support to help the user overcome
117them. The team was under pressure to finish the activity. One student, John, suggested that a
118user might experience problems uploading pictures. The other students quickly agreed and
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119asked him to log in to see how many pictures a person could upload at once, but John could
120not log in because he forgot the password (turns are numbered for ease of referencing):

1211. Yu: Yeah go to the homepage... yeah, there you go...
1222. John: What’s the password, anybody...
1233. Bob: Um the other Mike has that, but he’s not here... I don’t know the password of—
1244. Juan: Why couldn’t he make it something easy like one, two, three, four...
1255. Bob: He made it something easy but it was just like—
1266. John: Group project?
1277. Yu: Try it.
1288. Juan: Did he actually send you the—
1299. John: —No, I just remembered it was something stupid.
13010. Yu: He said it out loud to us.
13111. Juan: Oh... I can’t remember!
13212. Yu: Security question?
13313. Bob: Um?... Calendar help training solution, we could just provide like a document that
134showed you how to do stuff.

135The team unsuccessfully tries to determine the password (turns 1–12). Unable to log in to
136try uploading pictures so as to develop a scenario around providing support for those features,
137Bob provides an alternative scenario the team could develop: to provide their users with help
138using the calendar feature (turn 13). The team agrees with Bob after this episode and develops
139a scenario for calendar support.
140Even though the task required the team to identify a common user problem, the team was so
141busy trying to complete the assignment that they failed to notice the one they themselves were
142experiencing: forgetting the password. It is tempting to think that they were unaware because
143they did not care about the quality of their work; they just wanted to finish the assignment.
144While this may be true at times, it has been our experience that even students that care a great
145deal about their work fall victim to common group-process problems.
146It is much easier to identify group problems when you are reading a transcript of activity
147than it is to see these issues as they occur in real time (Cooke et al. 2000). This is because
148collaboration is a complex multifaceted form of collective thought, prone to a great deal of
149human error (Kerr Q4and Tindale 1994) and many of these errors stem from poor communication
150patterns that teams cannot improve without instructional support or specialized training
151(Kozlowski and Ilgen 2006). Unpacking these patterns of communication can provide us with
152an understanding of common problems that interfere with high quality collaborative activity so
153as to develop means to address these problems with technologically enhanced support.

154How communication patterns impact collaborative processes

155Studies show that teams are prone to poor patterns of communication during collaborative
156sense-making discourse regardless of the age of team members, their individual cognitive
157abilities, level of expertise, or the amount of time the team has spent working together (Barron
1582003; Hogan 1999; Borge and White 2016; Kozlowski and Ilgen 2006). While experts in
159group decision-making have developed long lists of potential group process problems (see
160Kerr and Tindale 1994) and theories of how teams come to develop new knowledge (Fiore
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161et al. 2010; Salas et al. 2013), we focus on problems specific to building knowledge as defined
162by Stahl (2006). These are problems that interfere with how teams collectively synthesize
163information from individuals to create shared meaning and how the team negotiates what is
164known to ensure that new knowledge generated by the team is of good quality.
165Collective research suggests is there are key micro-communication patterns known to
166impact the quality of collective information synthesis and knowledge negotiation, two pro-
167cesses necessary for the generation of new group knowledge (see Table 1). These include
168verbal equity, developing joint understanding, idea building, exploring alternative perspec-
169tives, proposing high quality claims, and engaging in constructive discourse.
170Verbal equity can impact the extent to which a team can integrate the perspectives of
171different team members. To create new knowledge, a group must first share individual
172information and work to synthesize it into the group’s collective knowledge base (Stahl
1732006; Roschelle and Teasley 1995). Many problems can interfere with this process and cause
174information to be held back (information loss) or misinformation to build into erroneous
175knowledge. For example, teams have a tendency to ignore knowledge held by a small minority
176of the team and accept knowledge held by the majority of the team (Stasser and Titus 2003).
177Individual tendencies to dominate group discourse can also prevent others from sharing
178relevant information that can be used by the group to inform decisions and problem-solving
179processes (Barron 2003; Borge and Carroll 2014; Borge et al. 2015 Q10; Hogan 1999 =Q11; West 2007).
180As such verbal inequities can lead to information loss, as speakers with relevant knowledge or
181unique perspectives are ignored or dismissed by the team, which is likely why teams with
182inequitable patterns of communication have less potential to solve a variety of different
183problems (Woolley et al. 2010).
184It is also necessary for teams to develop joint understanding of shared ideas in order to
185establish common ground, “mutual knowledge, mutual beliefs, andmutual assumptions” (Clark Q12

186and Brennan 1991). When information is shared, each member must interpret that information
187from their own perspective. In doing so, individuals often misunderstand what others mean
188when they share ideas. These small pieces of misunderstood information can have a snowball
189effect every time the team builds on this seemingly insignificant piece of false information;
190larger decisions and actions resulting from those misunderstandings can cause big problems for
191a team (Borge et al. 2015; Stahl 2006). As such, verbal contributions need to be checked by
192individuals to correct misunderstandings and develop joint understanding, i.e., mutually un-
193derstood information (Roschelle and Teasley 1995; Schegloff et al. 1977; Stahl 2006). Thus,
194teams that do not take time to check their understanding by rewording, rephrasing, or clarifying
195shared information may be more prone to erroneous knowledge building.
196In order for teams to move from sharing information and checking their understanding of
197information to creating new knowledge, previously held ideas have to be extended through
198discourse (Bereiter 2002; Scardamalia and Bereiter 1996). Human tendencies to simply
199acknowledge or ignore team-member contributions, rather than explore and extend them,
200can lead a team to simply transfer existing individual ideas to other members rather than
201create new knowledge that no one person had prior to collaboration. Failure to build on and
202extend shared ideas can also lead to information loss or misunderstandings, resulting in poor
203decision-making and performance outcomes (Barron 2003; Borge and Carroll 2014).
204Sub-optimal, communication processes also negatively affect the quality of collective
205knowledge negotiation. A common problem during collaborative discussions is the tendency
206for individuals to agree with the first viable idea, rather than explore differing perspectives
207(Atman et al., 2007; Ball et al. 1994). Under time pressure, these problematic tendencies
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t1:1 Table 1 Summary of macro and micro patterns associated with high quality collaborative communication
behaviors

t1:2 Macro-patterns Key micro-pattern Definitions Problems related to micro-pattern

t1:3 Collective information
synthesis

Verbal Equity The extent to which all
members are
contributing to the
discussion process.

Inability to integrate important
ideas from team members
(Barron 2003; Borge and Carroll
2014; Borge et al. 2015; Hogan,
1999b; West 2007), leading to
lower problem-solving potential
(Woolley et al. 2010).

t1:4 Developing Joint
Understanding

The extent to which a
team ensures ideas are
understood as intended
by speakers by
rewording, rephrasing,
or asking for
clarification.

Failure to develop a shared
understanding of an idea,
problem, or concept leading to a
lack of common ground (Borge
et al. 2015, Roschelle and
Teasley 1995; Schegloff et al.
1977, Stahl 2006)

t1:5 Joint Idea Building The extent to which a
team elaborates/adds
to verbal contributions
to ensure ideas are not
ignored or accepted
without discussion.

Loss of information necessary for
decision making leading to poor
decision-making outcomes
(Barron 2003; Borge and Carroll
2014), lack of integration of
minority held information
(Stasser and Titus 2003).

t1:6 Collective knowledge
negotiation

Exploring Alternative
Perspectives

The extent to which a
team presents and
discusses alternative
opinions/claims/ideas.

Agreeing with the first viable
option rather than seeking other
possibilities (Atman Q5et al. 2007;
Ball et al. 1994), leading to a
lack of analysis of options or
innovative thinking (Preece Q6,
Sharp, & Rogers, 2015; Rosson
& Carroll, 2002) and poor
decision-making outcomes
(Callaway and Esser 1984 Q7;
Janis, 1977).

t1:7 Proposing High
Quality Claims

The extent to which a
team provides a
sophisticated,
fact-based rationale.

A failure to critically analyze
information and provide
fact-based evidence, leading to
poor argumentation quality
(Chin, Kuchar, & Wolf, 2009;
Duschl and Osborne 2002;
Noroozi et al. 2013; Weinberger
et al. 2007 Q8).

t1:8 Engaging in
Constructive
Discourse

The extent to which a
team adheres to social
norms during
evaluation that show
respect for other
member’s ideas and
that each member is
valued by the team.

The existence of destructive
discourse where speakers
devalue others by rejecting, or
belittling, or ignoring their ideas,
leading to a lack of
psychological safety that
impacts the group’s ability to
learn from each other, overcome
difficulties, and improve
overtime (Cannon-Bowers and
Salas 2014; Edmonson 1999;
McGrath Q9, 1999).

M. Borge, et al.
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208increase. When teams feel pressure to finish a task, they are more prone to accept ideas without
209considering alternatives and reject minority opinions regardless of quality (De Grada et al.
2101999). It is important to seek out competing ideas in order to combat groupthink, where groups
211avoid conflict at all costs by striving for consensus and ignoring alternatives (Callaway and
212Esser 1984; Janis 1972).
213When alternative perspectives are proposed, a group must work to compare alternatives,
214carefully analyze related information, and critique shared ideas. This process has been shown
215to pose both cognitive and socio-emotional problems for teams. Cognitively, students’ argu-
216mentation quality is generally poor because they fail to critically analyze information and
217provide logical, fact-based claims (Duschl and Osborne 2002; Noroozi et al. 2013; Weinberger
218et al. 2007). Socio-emotionally, evaluation of ideas is an emotionally-charged, social process
219that is often mismanaged (Edmonson 1999). Problems associated with how information is
220evaluated can negatively impact the psychological safety of a team, the feeling that it is safe to
221take cognitive risks and share different perspectives without fear of harsh judgment
222(Edmonson 1999 Q13). Maintaining trust and productively managing errors are important aspects
223for innovative knowledge-creating groups and workforce teams (Cannon-Bowers and Salas
2242014; McGrath, 1999). Destructive discourse, the type of discourse that devalues speakers by
225rejecting, or belittling, or ignoring their ideas can make people feel unsafe to share their
226experiences and negatively impacts a group’s ability to learn from each other, overcome
227difficulties, and improve over time (Edmonson 1999).
228Collectively, these six micro-patterns can impact how groups develop knowledge and the
229quality of the knowledge that is developed. They impact the extent to which a team uses its
230members as cognitive resources, establishes common ground, and develops new knowledge
231that did not exist before collaboration. They can also impact the quality of knowledge that is
232developed, whether the group considers different or contrasting ideas, build on logical or
233credible information, and whether the team critiques ideas in a manner that will maintain an
234environment where members feel that their ideas and experiences are welcomed and valued by
235the team. The collective literature on group processes for knowledge building imply that
236improving collaborative communication behaviors requires that students carry out these six
237micro-communication patterns well, something we know most teams to be incapable of doing.
238Though the educational community largely agrees that students need to improve their collab-
239orative activity, there is much debate as to how best help them do so.

240Helping students to improve collaborative activity

241Fischer et al. (2013) argue that the main cause of problems associated with poor collaborative
242discourse patterns stems from students’ conceptual models of collaborative activity: their
243understanding of what the process should look like, the rules of the activity, the roles they
244should play, and the different discourse moves they could make. Students’ conceptual models
245of collaborative activity are often not fully formed or at odds with optimal collaborative
246procedures. One of the most influential theories in CSCL has been dynamic memory theory,
247which argues that memory is largely episodically organized, ever-changing, and dependent
248upon the internalization of scripts (Schank 1999). The idea of providing externalized scripts of
249desired collaborative activity emerged as a way to enhance existing memory systems. When
250students enact scripts, others see these examples and internalize these models of collaborative
251activity (Dillenbourg and Hong 2008; Schank 1999).

Intern. J. Comput.-Support. Collab. Learn
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252Scripting of collaborative activity can work quite well in many contexts, but there are a
253number of open questions that remain. For instance, some questions include: how should the
254level of needed support be determined, how should activities be navigated, and when should
255support fade. Toomuch, too little, or the wrong kinds of scripting can cause problems for groups
256(Dillenbourg 2002; Stegmann et al. 2011), which is why Fischer et al. (2013) argue that we are
257still in need of developing theories to strategically guide use of scripts to support collaboration.
258The communication patterns we highlighted in the previous section are well-known in
259CSCL, but are rarely simultaneously supported with scripting. Most studies focus on scripting
260a few of the micro-processes. For example, argumentation may focus on supporting the
261weighing of alternative perspectives and quality of claims, but may not focus on aspects of
262idea-building or psychological safety. What is more, common scripting techniques, like
263constraining or modifying activity during collaboration, is likely not the best approach,
264because it could lead to over scripting and the creation of an inauthentic, sterile, collaborative
265context (Dillenbourg 2002).
266Recently, increasing attention has been given to regulation of group cognition, which is
267similar to individual regulation (Zimmerman 2002), but at the level of the group (Borge and
268White 2016; Järvelä and Hadwin 2013). Researchers argue that learning how to regulate
269cognition at the level of the group can enhance the quality of collective thinking and help the
270group to improve and adapt over time (Kozlowski et al. 2009). Such an approach would require
271providing groups with opportunities to examine their processes and compare them to models of
272competence in order to identify problems and develop plans to improve their own activity.
273Järvelä and Hadwin (2013) have conducted pioneering work on the design, development,
274and testing of technological tools to support group regulation. Though this work has succeeded
275in helping student to become more aware of their collaborative activity, teams in these studies
276are largely unable to direct regulation at desired outcomes to improve activity, often failing to
277understand why regulation is needed. However, technological support in these studies focused
278on enhancing awareness and planning, which is only a small aspect of the regulation process.
279There are many problems throughout the process of regulation that can prevent students from
280regulating individual and collaborative activity.

281Problems associated with regulation at different levels of scale

282Similar to collaboration, the process of regulation is also dependent on a series of interrelated
283processes that are prone to error. Findings from decades of research on self-regulation provide us
284with insights on the process of individual regulation and all the potential problems that can prevent
285it from occurring.Winne andNesbit (2009) propose that the likelihood of regulation is determined
286by a series of conditions that must be sequentially met: recognition of a problematic state, accurate
287appraisal of the problem, ability and desire to apply a strategy, and access to sufficient cognitive
288capacity to exert cognitive effort on the process. As shown in Fig. 1, we add attention to the
289sequence of events, as it was not explicitly addressed by Winne and Nesbit’s model.
290Attention plays an important role in regulation by serving as the initial gateway to what can
291be regulated. If a student is not paying attention to a process or behavior during an activity,
292then they cannot be consciously aware of the impact it has during the activity and cannot
293regulate it (Koch and Tsuchiya 2007; Lamme 2003). If a student is paying attention to a
294process or behavior and it comes to their conscious awareness, then there is an opportunity for
295regulation, provided the student can also identify a problem.

M. Borge, et al.
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296In the event that student succeeds at identifying a problem during an activity, the student
297must shift attention from cognitive and physical activity to metacognitive activity as they
298engage in gap analysis as part of reflection: analysis of the difference between existing and
299desired activity (Weick et al. 2005). Effective analysis during reflection includes sense-making
300activity targeted at discerning questions: what happened, why did it happen, why did we act/
301think/feel as we did, how does this impact goals for desired activity, how does it impact others,
302and what are the implications for future activity (Nesbit 2012). This specific type of reflective
303processing is something individuals rarely to do well without guidance (Gabelica et al. 2014).
304As Winne and Nesbit (2009) explain, if a student manages to accurately assess a problem
305state in comparison to a desired state, they still need access to a repertoire of strategies to select
306one that best matches the present context in order to plan future activity. They add that a
307student also needs time and space to think about the processes they are regulating in order to be
308able to carry out selected strategies and continue the cycle of regulation. According to Winne
309and Nesbit (2009), meeting the requirements at each step in the model makes subsequent steps
310more likely. This explains why regulation of processes and behaviors often fail, because it is
311difficult to make it past the first few steps.
312All of the problems associated with regulatory activity are compounded when moving from
313individual to group cognition. Group cognition occurs during collaboration when individual
314thinking processes are externalized through language and groups work to synthesize and
315negotiate what is shared to create new knowledge (Stahl 2006, 2010). As a result of the nested
316nature of collaboration, many of the problems that interfere with individual regulation of
317cognition also emerge at the level of the group. Thus, we propose that the process of group
318regulation looks similar to the model in Fig. 1, except that it is occurring simultaneously for
319individuals and the collective (see Fig. 2).
320Just as attention poses problems for individual regulation, it too affects and further
321complicates regulation of group cognition. Collaborative activities pose large demands on
322attention, as individuals must pay attention to their own thoughts and behaviors, to those

Fig. 1 A model of the process of self- regulation “in the wild”, as informed by theoretical and empirical work

Intern. J. Comput.-Support. Collab. Learn
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323of others, to interactions, to developing joint attention in coordination with differing goals,
324and the products to be completed. Time constraints can also push groups to focus attention
325on completing products at the expense of paying attention to group processes (Kerr and
326Tindale 2004). This is why most teams do not pay attention to process problems that occur
327during collaboration and are completely unaware of their communication patterns (Borge
328and Carroll 2010, 2014). Recognizing this problem, human-factors experts have argued for
329the need to enhance attention on team processes by giving teams access to video or
330communication archives after collaboration, as a means to more accurately reflect on
331activity (Cooke et al. 2000).
332Even with access to archived process information, recognizing process discrepancies can be
333a challenge because ill-structured problems common to collaborative activity have no correct
334path to solution. Moreover, recognition of discrepancies is not sufficient to correct collabora-
335tive problems. If one or multiple members recognize that a group process problem exists, they
336have to find a way to shift the group’s attention from working on the product to addressing the
337process problem in order to facilitate joint comprehension, diagnose the problem, collectively
338agree on a strategy, and coordinate efforts to try to correct the problem.
339The collective research explains why so many collaborative teams fail to correct
340process problems and improve collaborative activity. Teams focus more of their attention
341on completing the product, i.e., the collaborative assignment, than they do on the quality
342of their collaborative processes. As such, teams are unable to (a) pay attention to patterns
343of communication, (b) be aware that a communication pattern is problematic, (c) diagnose
344the problem, (d) or apply strategic knowledge to correct the problem during collaborative
345activity. Given the nested nature of collaboration, it is also possible that different members
346may recognize different problems, diagnose problems differently, have different strategic
347knowledge to address the problem, or have differing levels of cognitive space and desire to
348address process problems.

Fig. 2 Model of regulatory processes during collaboration, with individual and group regulation occurring
simultaneously

M. Borge, et al.
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349A framework for computer-supported-group regulation

350The literature on group process problems and regulation highlight the complex nature of group
351regulation of collaborative activity. Designing theoretically informed technological support to
352help students learn about and regulate collaborative processes requires we find ways to
353enhance individual knowledge and awareness of collaboration, while reducing the complex-
354ities associated with regulation of group processes. In order for teams to develop their ability to
355regulate collaborative activity, they need opportunities to practice collaborative activity while
356engaged in real course content, so as to carry out collaboration and assess it multiple times.
357Such collaborative activities would push teams to engage in both content and process learning.
358We designed a technologically-supported collaborative activity that provides these types of
359learning opportunities through sense-making of difficult course concepts. The basic premise of
360the activity is for students to individually prepare for collaborative discussion, engage in it, and
361then take time to individually and collectively make sense of their collaborative processes for
362the purpose of improving it. Figure 3 shows the six phases of this activity, which we describe
363in more detail below.
364Ongoing course sense-making activities provide good opportunities for repeated practice.
365In Phase 1, content reading/research, individuals develop knowledge about domain content. In
366Phase 2, individual content reflection, they complete an individual sense-making activity to
367help them think about course content. For example, students could read a chapter and then
368answer questions that push them to make sense of difficult concepts by synthesizing readings
369or searching for additional information on the web. In Phase 3, group discussion, Students
370meet in a collaborative online environment to discuss their perspectives on these questions
371with the aim to develop a shared understanding of the difficult concepts and negotiate what is
372known in order to develop new knowledge about these concepts.
373Regulation without technological support requires individuals to pay attention to collabo-
374rative processes as they happen, be aware of processes, and then identify problems (Recall
375Fig. 1); a process prone to error. So, we modify this process in Phase 4, individual process
376reflection. We begin by directing individual attention to team processes in their chat archives,
377pushing them to evaluate these processes, making them more aware of these processes, and

Fig. 3 Orchestration of sense-making activity between the individual and the group
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378enhancing their ability to identify process problems (see Fig. 4) enhance individual and
379collective socio-metacognitive sense-making activity.
380We support individual process-attention by using the affordances of an online text-based
381environment to provide archived records of discussions and asking individuals to examine and
382assess them, thereby enhancing individual ability to relive activity and pay attention to
383important processes after collaboration (Cooke et al. 2000). We enhance the individual’s
384ability to identify the gap between existing and desired collaborative processes with concrete,
385research-based reflective assessments that provide a model of desired activity. Each of the six
386micro-communication patterns is described as a series of less to more desirable patterns of
387communication (see Fig. 5 for example of one assessment item). Individuals assess collective
388contributions of the group, not individual contributions. Students are asked to match the
389collective communication patterns they see in the transcript to those described in the assess-
390ment. They reflect on the quality of all six micro-communication patterns from Table 1,
391thereby enhancing each student’s knowledge about desired collaborative activity and
392constraining individual reflection to focus on comparing existing states to desired states.

Fig. 4 (Top) An activity model depicting how the use of technology (below) could enhance individual
knowledge about existing group processes by reordering the gap analysis process
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393To account for problems associated with known inaccuracies of self-assessment (Kruger and
394Dunning 1999; Dunning et al. 2003) and develop joint understanding, students calibrate their
395individual reflective assessments through collective sense making activity. After individuals score
396their team’s communication patterns, instructions in the computer system prompt them to move
397on to Phase 5, where they collectively compare, identify their biggest strengths and weaknesses,
398and select strategies from a guide that they can use to improve future discussion sessions scores.
399As individuals share their knowledge with the team and work to develop shared understanding of
400their group processes, regulation moves from the level of the individual to the level of the group.
401During group regulation, the textual archive enhances joint attention by serving as a shared object
402of reference for teams to compare and calibrate assessments. Students can use the archives to point
403out specific patterns for others to examine or provide evidence for problems they have identified
404in order to develop joint awareness of key processes and joint recognition of a problem state. They
405can then collectively diagnose problems and complete the final phase, Phase 6, group planning,
406where they develop a joint plan for how the team can correct or prevent the problem in their next

Fig. 5 Screen shot of micro-assessment items for exploration of different perspectives
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407discussion. In between cycles, the group can receive additional feedback on their processes from
408an instructor to help them further calibrate. The group repeats these activities for every new
409discussion with the aim of improving collaborative discussion quality.
410Important questions arise from the research literature and the proposed design. First and
411foremost, to what extent does use of our group regulation framework facilitate students’ ability
412to improve collaborative processes? Second, given the nested nature of collaboration, to what
413extent does the orchestration and scripting of individual reflective activity impact collective
414socio-metacognitive sense-making and improvement of discourse over time?
415The literature review suggests that enhancing group regulation processes after collaboration
416should help teams to carry out regulation more effectively, but whether students could improve
417the quality of collaborative processes remains uncertain, since no studies in CSCL to date have
418been able to show such improvements over time. The literature also suggests that reflection
419processes should include a comparison between what happened to what should happen,
420identifying problems, thinking about why actions occurred, and the implications for future
421activity. However, whether it would be more helpful for individuals to focus on their attention
422on specific reflective questions prior to collective discussion remains uncertain. For example,
423would it help a team to improve more if individuals were prompted to (1) spend added time
424identifying strategies for future improvement from a guide that presented students with goals
425for collaboration, common problems, and strategies to prevent/correct them (see top of Fig. 6),
426or (2) providing evidence from the text archive to support assessments (see bottom of Fig. 6)?

Fig. 6 A depiction of two different conditions for scripting gap analysis: Future Thinking (top), which provides
added individual scaffolding for strategy selection and Evidence-Based (bottom), which provides added indi-
vidual scaffolding for evidence selection
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427According to Winne and Nesbit (2009), both approaches could potentially enhance the
428likelihood of group regulation by enhancing individual problem appraisal, but in different ways.
429Each approach prepares individuals for the collective sense-making activity by having them pay
430attention to and be aware of slightly different things. Prompting students to select a future
431strategy pushes individuals to pay attention to strategy guides that include common problems
432and strategies to prevent or correct those problems. Spending extra time thinking about and
433selecting improvement strategies enhances depth of individual strategic knowledge for future
434joint planning. Prompting students to look for evidence from their discussion transcript (the
435textual archive), pushes individuals to pay more attention to specific communication processes
436they could use to justify their assessments of group processes. Spending extra time examining
437the textual archive, enhances depth of individual knowledge surrounding what is occurring
438during the collaborative discussion. For this reason, the authors wanted to inform system design
439by examining both the overall utility of their design framework and subtle differences in how
440they scripted reflection. Thus, our research questions were as follows:

441(RQ1) Does technological support informed by our framework succeed in helping
442teams regulate activity to improve collaboration?

443RQ1.1 RQDo teams engage in productive socio-metacognitive activity?
444RQ2.1 To what extent do teams improve discussion quality around science concepts
445overtime?
446(RQ2) To what extent do different individual reflective scripts impact joint sense-
447making about collaborative processes and group regulation outcomes?

448RQ2.1 Does the use of the Evidence-Based and Future Thinking individual, reflective
449scripts impact frequency of productive socio-metacognitive talk during group
450reflection and planning.
451RQ2.2 To what extent does the use of the Evidence-Based and Future Thinking individual,
452reflective scripts impact improvement of group content-based discourse over time?

453To answer these questions, we examined 13 online groups over five discussion sessions,
454over a 10-week period of course activity. We assessed collaborative discourse quality, mea-
455sured change over time, and examined patterns of communication that occurred during socio-
456metacognitive sense-making activity.

457Methods

458Participants and course context

459Thirty-seven online students in a class on information sciences and technology formed the
460participants of the study, each belonging to one of thirteen groups. The majority of students
461were part-time students with full-time jobs. Eleven students (30.5%) were female and 25
462students (69.4%) were male. The female to male ratio was fairly representative of the
463enrollment of information sciences and technology courses at the college. The groups were
464formed based on consideration of availability for online group meetings, gender, expertise in
465information sciences and technology. Groups were assigned to different reflective conditions,
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466Condition 1 (Future Thinking) and Condition 2 (Evidence-Based), such that the groups in each
467condition were comparable. Seventy-one percent of participants in the Future Thinking (FT)
468condition were in the 25–44 age range; 75% in the Evidence-Based (EB) were in the 25–44
469age range. With regard to group composition, there were five teams of three and one team of
470two in the FT condition; six teams of three and one team of two in the EB condition. In the FT
471condition, 66.7% of the teams were majority male compared to 71.4% in the EB condition.
472Each condition had two all-male teams: a team of two and a team of three. Neither group had
473all female teams. Of those that reported work hours, 91.6% reported working full time in the
474FT condition; 90% reported working fulltime in the EB condition.
475The study took place in a 16-week university level introductory online course on informa-
476tion sciences and technology. The main aim of the course was to introduce students to concepts
477and research areas central to information sciences, i.e., security and risk analysis, human
478computer interaction, emerging technologies, effects of technology on society, and informatics.
479The course was organized in a learning management system (LMS) with weekly lessons,
480student resources, course communication, and course materials all housed in the LMS. The
481course instructor was expected to organize and maintain the course, revise instructional
482materials as needed, grade student work, answer student questions, and help students to think
483more deeply about course content. As part of the course, students had to learn to work as part
484of effective teams and had to complete a team project. Collaboration and collaborative skills
485were often points of conversation brought up during whole class discussions related to
486important design thinking and business skills.

487Procedures

488Students were required to follow our framework as part of their required course activities.
489They read a chapter from the information science text or supplementary materials each week.
490Students were assigned to teams in weeks three through five. In weeks six, eight, ten, twelve,
491and fifteen, students were required to meet in a synchronous online environment to complete
492the sense-making activities in the framework. These activities counted towards 25% of
493students’ course grades. In session one, teams received full credit for the discussion regardless
494of the discussion quality. After the first session, students were given initial assessments and
495told that the subsequent discussions would be graded based on discussion quality.
496The pre-discussion reading activity included five questions that each person had to answer
497on their own: (1) what were the main learning goals of the chapter, (2) what were the most
498difficult concepts or parts of the reading, (3) what did you find most interesting, (4) what four
499questions could you ask yourself, the instructor, or others regarding this chapter, and (5) were
500you able to fully meet the learning goals for this chapter. Individuals had to respond to these
501same questions and submit their responses before each discussion session.
502As per the framework, the online collaborative activity consisted of three parts. In part
503one, the team had 60 min to discuss questions and issues raised by the reading activity
504through text-based chat. After 60 min, the team was instructed to stop chatting and move
505on to part two of the activity: the highly scripted individual reflective assessment where
506individuals evaluated the quality of six micro-communication patterns (15 min). The
507instructor informed students that an expert rater would also assess these patterns and that
508they would determine the accuracy of their scores based on the difference between their
509scores and the expert score. The instructions stated, “it is more important to be accurate
510than it is to say your team did well. It will not help your team at all to give yourselves
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511unrealistically high scores. It is better to be critical, as this will help your team improve.”
512After individuals finished the reflection, the team moved on to part three, group reflection
513and joint planning. Teams were instructed to “discuss how each of you assessed your team,
514identify your strengths and weaknesses, and some strategies from the information synthe-
515sis or knowledge negotiation guide that you can use to improve your next chat session.”
516Teams were required to export their chat files after completing the discussion sessions. The
517exported files had to be submitted to a drop box folder in the LMS.

518Condition manipulation

519As stated above, individuals assessed six micro-communication patterns as part of the scripted
520reflection activity. However, we modified what individuals were asked to pay attention to after
521scoring, in order to help us determine best practices for scripting. So, for each micro-pattern,
522individuals had to score the quality of their existing communication, but then follow one of two
523additional scripts. Individuals in the Future Thinking (FT) condition, were required to score each
524micro-communication pattern and then “provide a strategy from the guides to improve on this
525item for your next session”. Individuals in the Evidence-Based (EB) condition, also had to score
526each micro-communication pattern, but then “Provide evidence from the discussion session to
527support your score”. Thus, individuals in FTcondition groups were pushed to pay attention to the
528problems and strategies guide so as to build their knowledge of socio-metacognitive strategies,
529while individuals in EB condition groups were pushed to pay more attention to their existing
530communication processes from the discussion transcripts. The difference between conditions was
531based on the individual reflective scripting that occurred prior to the group discussion as a means
532to support individual attention and enhance individual awareness.

533Collaborative discussion quality assessment

534We conceptualized collaborative discussion quality as the extent to which teams were able to
535demonstrate the ability to meet desired goals for each of the six micro-communication patterns
536identified in the literature review: verbal equity, joint idea-building, developing joint under-
537standing, exploration of alternative perspectives, quality of claims, and constructive discourse.
538Discussion quality is measured at the level of the group by looking at the entire chat session for
539specific interactional communication patterns. In order to accurately measure changes in
540communication patterns, we operationalized the six micro-communication patterns into items
541with a range of more to less desirable communication patterns similar to the rubrics individuals
542used to assess their teams (see Table 2). We specified levels of sophistication from one-to-five,
543with different descriptions of communication patterns for each level. Each score required
544specific evidence from the transcript to justify the communication pattern (see Table 3 for an
545example of one rubric item, quality of claims). A research assistant with two years of
546communication analysis training served as the expert rater and evaluated each team’s discus-
547sion transcripts at the five session points. The expert used the entire discussion session to
548determine the score for each pattern of communication by examining the transcript for
549evidence of the desired activity. Twenty percent of the total data was double coded. There
550was a high level of agreement with regard to the correlation of scores, r = .86; p < .001, as well
551as substantial categorical agreement: Kappa = .64; p < .001.
552The rated items were averaged to produce a single Collaborative Discussion Quality score,
553a continuous value between 0 and 5 used to track improvement over time in collaborative
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t2:1 Table 2 Pragmatic model of collaborative discourse competence

t2:2 Communication aims Definition Positive examples Negative examples

t2:3 Information
synthesis

Distribution of Verbal
Contributions

The extent to which all
members are
contributing to the
discussion process

Team verbal
contributions are
almost perfectly
equitable

One member contributes
most turns of speech
and at least one
member is barely
contributing

t2:4 Developing Joint
Understanding

The extent to which
teams ensure ideas are
understood as
intended by speakers
by rewording,
rephrasing, or asking
for clarification.

Team takes time to
reword another
member’s idea to
check for
understanding or ask
another member to
explain an idea by
elaborating further,
and also synthesize
major decisions or
multiple ideas of
members.

The team does not show
any instances where a
member tries to
reword, summarize,
or confirm another
member’s idea or
decision, or a possible
team action.

t2:5 Joint Idea Building The extent to which team
elaborates/adds to
other contributions to
ensure ideas are not
ignored or accepted
without discussion.

Team members add to
another’s idea over a
large number of turns
AND do not show
instances of ignoring
others or adding
unrelated ideas.

Members either ignore
others and pose
different suggestions
that do not connect to
the original idea, or
simply accept the idea
and move on.

t2:6 Knowledge
negotiation

Exploring Alternative
Perspectives

The extent to which
teams present and
discuss alternative
opinions/claims/ideas

Team members point out
problems or come up
with alternative
perspectives for an
idea or claim and
discuss these in depth
over many turns of
speech.

There are no instances
where members point
out problems or
alternative
perspectives.

t2:7 High Quality Claims The extent to which
teams provide
sophisticated,
fact-based rational

Claims are supported by
course readings or
online content AND
include sophisticated,
logical rationale or
weighing of differing
options.

When members make
claims they do not
include any rationale,
evidence, or weighing
of options.

t2:8 Constructive
Discourse

The extent to which
teams adhere to social
norms during
evaluation that show
that members’ and
their ideas are
respected and valued

Responses are
professional and
respectful with at least
1 instance where
person acknowledges
the reasonableness of
an opinion or claim
before pointing out
flaws or counter
arguments. No
examples members
attack a member’s
intelligence or
character, make
disrespectful
comments about the
idea, or use
inappropriate or
offensive language.

Members may repeatedly
engage in extremely
inappropriate or
offensive language
(i.e., blatant profanity,
vulgarity, racism,
sexism, etc.), or there
are examples where a
member attacks
another member’s
intelligence or
character (e.g. “you
don’t know what
you’re talking
about”), or make
disrespectful
comments about
member’s ideas (e.g.
“that is stupid”).
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554discussion processes. Team process measures at the first session point were used to identify
555groups’ initial strengths and weaknesses prior to the intervention. Given that the expert rater
556was aware of when in the course students were engaged in discussion, as they provided
557students with ongoing feedback, we had a second expert, a graduate student with 1.5 years of
558communication analysis training, to double check scores and evidence from transcripts at
559sessions, 1, 2, and 5 to ensure that sufficient evidence was present to justify scores.

t3:1 Table 3 Example of one of the six micro-assessment items from the discourse quality assessment

t3:2 Quality of claims

t3:3 Score Description Example

t3:4 5 Multiple claims supported by sophisticated,
fact-based rationale: At least 2 examples
where claims are supported by course read-
ings or online content AND include
sophisticated, logical rationale or weighing
of differing options.

Sophisticated, fact-based rationale
t3:5 M: Unlike hackers, by definition crackers

aren’t bad. They try to help.
[claim-opinion-based]

t3:6 T: Well, hackers do it for the greater public
good, which could be, well, good in the long
run [COUNTER CLAIM-logical,
opinion-based].

t3:7 E: Yes M, crackers do not have criminal intent,
but even with good intentions, unauthorized
is unauthorized [COUNTER
CLAIM-logical, opinion-based].

t3:8 4 Only one claim supported by sophisticated,
fact-based rationale: Only 1 example where
claims are supported by course readings or
online content AND include sophisticated,
logical rationale or weighing of differing
options. All others include opinion-based,
shallow rationale with no weighing of op-
tions or fact-based evidence.

t3:9 M: But hackers won’t do anything “bad”, they
just want access [COUNTER
CLAIM-logical, opinion-based].

t3:10 T: Right, but according to the book, that’s a
cracker. [COUNTER CLAIM-logical,
evidence based].

t3:11 E: The media says hacker [COUNTER
CLAIM-logical, evidence based].

t3:12 3 Claims supported by sophisticated
opinion-based rationale: 2 or more examples
where members make fairly sophisticated
claims and may weigh options but No ex-
ample where claims are supported by course
readings or online content. Opinion-based
rationale refers to claims with no indication
of sources.

Sophisticated opinion-based rationale
t3:13 T: I think the biggest problem is reliability.

These systems can hit the wrong target and
who knows what issues that may cause.
[claim-logical, opinion-based rational]

t3:14 M: Bugs and reliability are HUGE issues,
absolutely. [claim-opinion-based]

t3:15 T: It is very scary thought but unfortunately the
military and government believe this is the
way to go. They believe it would cut down
on human loss and be more cost effective.
[claim-logical, opinion-based rational]

t3:16 2 Claims supported by shallow opinion-based
rationale: Members make claims supported
by opinion-based, shallow rationale with no
weighing of options or reference to course
readings or online content.

Shallow opinion-based rationale:
t3:17 M: HTML is far better than XML because its

more descriptive.
t3:18 T: Yes, I agree. It is descriptive.
t3:19 E: I also don’t care for xml in general because

it is hard to learn.
t3:20 M: Oh, Yeah!
t3:21 1 Unsupported Claims: When members make

claims, they do not include any rationale,
evidence, or weighing of options.

Unsupported Claims:
t3:22 M: HTML is far better than XML!
t3:23 T: Yes, I agree.
t3:24 E: I also don’t care for xml in general.
t3:25 M: Me neither!
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560Selection of microanalysis team

561We wanted to develop a deeper understanding of what quantitative changes, identified by the
562rubric, actually looked like at the level of discourse. For this reason, we conducted a
563microanalysis of changing patterns for one team. We selected the team based on most
564improvement of discourse quality, according to the assessment, between sessions 1 and 5.
565There were two teams that tied for most improvement, with nine points of improvement, out of
566the 30 points possible, from Session 1 to Session 5. Both teams were in the evidence-oriented
567condition; one team had two people and one had three. Since the majority of our teams were
568three person teams, the three-person team, Team 4, was selected.

569Analysis of group socio-metacognitive talk

570Socio-metacognitive talk is assessed at the level of the individual post, as they externalize their
571thinking through discussion with the group. Thus, frequency of team socio-metacognitive talk
572is conceptualized as the total socio-metacognitive group talk provided by all team members
573during group reflection. Data from part three of the group discussion, where individuals share
574their understanding of their existing group processes with the group was examined in order to
575characterize whether socio-metacognitive talk occurred and what types were frequent. We
576coded these joint sense-making activities for each team across Sessions 1 through 4; Session 5
577did not include a reflection. Each chat turn/post was coded based on the type of talk act. Talk
578acts were classified as “productive process-centered” or “other” talk. Productive process-
579centered talk focused on using the reflective assessments to make sense of existing or future
580collaborative activity, whereas “other” talk did not. Productive process-centered moves include
581reporting process scores, process monitoring, process reflecting, process planning, and process
582revising (see Table 4 for coding construct). Two coders, trained in micro-coding of speech acts,
583coded 23% of the total data, 455 chat turns. Inter-rater reliability was Kappa = .806; (p < .001),
584indicating almost perfect agreement (Landis and Koch 1977). Most of the disagreements
585centered on distinguishing between reflecting and reporting and reflecting and planning.
586Disagreements were based on the tendency for participants to reflect on part one of the
587discussion session as a means of providing evidence for scores or selected strategies. We
588discussed these differences, resolved disagreements, and coded all the data. In total, 1959 chat
589turns were coded as part of this analysis.
590A second round of coding was conducted for reflective acts where groups attempted to
591identify what led to their specific communication patterns. All reflective acts were coded for
592what groups paid attention to as they discussed their perspectives of what led to the group’s
593patterns of interaction: Chat-based communication patterns that occurred during the discus-
594sion or external factors. A reflective act was coded as a Chat-based communication patterns if
595the turn included evidence that the group attributed successes or failure to concrete commu-
596nication behaviors, characteristics, effort, or specific strategies occurring during the chat.
597Reflective acts were coded as referring to external factors if the post included evidence that
598the group attributed process successes or failure to external factors and did not pay attention to
599specific process behaviors from the chat session. External factors included type of reading
600content, rules of the activity, the chat environment, computer problems, absent members, etc.
601The first author coded all of the reflective acts for attention orientation, but to check the
602reliability, two other raters independently coded 30% of all reflective acts using the same rubric
603and achieved 89.3% agreement.
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604Findings

605(RQ1) does technological support informed by our framework succeed in helping
606students regulate activity to improve collaboration?

607Baseline scores

608As expected, teams initially displayed common collaborative sense-making problems. Teams in
609this population were better at collective information synthesis than they were at collective
610knowledge negotiation. At session 1, verbal equity was the lowest scoring area (M= 2.46, SD =

t4:1 Table 4 Categorizing socio-metacognitive sense-making activity: definitions and examples

t4:2 Category Definition Examples

t4:3 Other (O) Talk that does not relate to
sense-making activity;
off-task, simple agreement,
social connections.

1. “Hi, how’s everyone tonight?”
t4:4 2. “I agree. We’re gonna do great!”
t4:5 3. “What scores did you give us?”

t4:6 Reporting (RP) Reporting scores or opinions of
conversation quality without
referring to concrete events or
patterns from chat.

1. “My scores were all 4’s and 5’s.”
t4:7 2. “We like to keep each other’s opinion and ideas

in mind while implementing our own.”
t4:8 3. “I believe we deserved a 9 out of 15.”
t4:9 Process

Monitoring (MO)
Referring to concrete events or

patterns from chat, with or
without reporting of
scores/process quality, but no ev-
idence of discussing why events
occurred.

1. “For question #2, we did not bring in additional
resources such as citing
from the internet.”

t4:10 2. “I gave us a 2 for equity of participation,
because I dominated most of the talk and 2a
wasn’t able to add much because of that.”

t4:11 3. “So, for idea building, I didn’t think we did
great. Sometimes we added more examples, but
this didn’t last long.”

t4:12 Process
Reflection (RF)

Evidence of discussing why events
occurred, with or without
reporting of specific event. Talk is
focused on past events that
occurred during the chat.

1. “We have this hard time getting there because
we are all very agreeable and calm.”

t4:13 2. “It’s just difficult to debate when we agree with
the author. This wasn’t a real “debatable”
subject in my mind.”

t4:14 Process
Planning (PL)

Evidence of discussion about and
organizing the activities needed to
achieve a goal. Talk is focused on
forward thinking or what would
happen in future chat sessions.

1. Identifying a strength or weakness: “Maybe we
didn’t dive deep enough into
some topics.”

t4:15 2. Proposing a goal: “We just need to be more
critical on each other’s judgments
and be holistic.”

t4:16 3. Proposing a strategy: “We should try to
constructively challenge each other in future
chats to bring out more views and opinions.”

t4:17 1.4. Evaluating proposed plan: “That would be a
good strategy especially since we all come from
different parts of the country, we are bound to
have varying insights.”

t4:18 These include: identifying a strength
or weakness; proposing a goal;
proposing a strategy; or
evaluating proposed plan.

t4:19 Process Revising (RV) Evidence that team is reconsidering
or altering their activity based on
new information

1. “We didn’t cite or reference outside material like
we planned, but we did incorporate outside
examples in a couple of our questions to help
explain our reasoning. That’s why we did not
score so well for quality of claims.”

t4:20 2. I’m not sure our last approach worked. Maybe
we have to assign outside reading too.”
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6111.38) and idea building was the highest scoring area (M = 4.15, SD = 0.58). With the exception of
612verbal equity, participants’ initial baseline scores for collective knowledge negotiation were lower
613than those for collective information synthesis; M = 9.69, SD = 1.5 for collective knowledge
614negotiation and m= 10.31, SD = 2.18 for collective information synthesis, where the maximum
615score for each area is 15. Collective knowledge negotiation included exploration of different
616perspectives, quality of claims, and norms of evaluation. The majority of our teams (9/13) either
617did not provide any alternative perspectives for presented claims, or presented an alternative that
618was immediately agreed upon or ignored without discussion. Six teams displayed patterns of
619logical, opinion-based rationale, where all arguments were supported by anecdotal evidence with
620no reference to course readings or other online resources. Only two out of the thirteen teams took
621time to validate the ideas of others before criticizing them or pointing out flaws in logic. After,
622session 1, teams began the process of guided reflection in the system following each session.

623Frequency of productive collective socio-metacognitive sense-making talk

624Our reflective assessments were intended to model desired collaborative practices and enhance
625collective socio-metacognitive sense-making activity, talk aimed at understanding and improv-
626ing collaborative processes. Thus, it is necessary to examine the extent and type of socio-
627metacognitive talk that occurred during collective reflection and planning to ensure that
628students were carrying out important, collective process-based sense-making activity.
629Three hundred and eleven chat turns (40% of all chat turns that occurred during part three
630of the activity) were coded as productive process-based talk, where students discussed and
631made sense of their collaborative discussion activity. Of all productive process-based talk,
63261.4% went beyond simple reporting of scores and included socio-metacognitive sense-
633making activity: planning, monitoring, reflecting or revising acts. Monitoring acts accounted
634for 18.4% of all socio-metacognitive sense-making activity and included posts similar to the
635following: “[For exploring alternative perspectives] I went with a score of 3 because when we
636finally did critique [each other] we really did not elaborate on the disagreement.” Reflecting
637acts accounted for 12.2% of socio-metacognitive sense-making activity and included such
638statements as, “I'm pretty sure if we all had a stronger grasp of what the article was trying to
639say we would have been able to challenge [each other] a bit more”. Planning acts were the
640most frequent form of socio-metacognitive activity and accounted for 28.1% of all socio-
641metacognitive talk. It included larger episodes where groups worked to figure out how they
642could regulate activity to improve discussion quality:
643

644

645
648Bill 649How are we going to get better though?
651Marice 652We need to be more vocal about what we're discussing
653Instead of just, I ask a question and you answer a question.
655Julie 656I agree, Marice. The goals and strategies guide suggests relating each idea to something
657you know. i.e. - “That reminds me of … .”
659Marice 660Exactly, and then tie it to the facts.
661662663

664Revising acts were the least frequent, accounting for only 1% of socio-metacognitive activity.
665These acts target discussion related to the way the team altered their existing plans based on new
666information. Overall, we found that all the teams engaged in productive socio-metacognitive talk.
667They shared their perspectives on their collaborative processes, worked to identify problems with
668their communication processes, and made plans to try to improve upon their weaknesses so as to
669improve the quality of their discussions as defined by the assessment model.
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670Improvement of collaborative discourse quality of course content over time

671An analyses of average baseline scores at session 1 compared to session 5 shows how patterns
672of communication improved from the initial to the final session (see Table 5). Ten weeks after
673their initial session, at session 5, the majority of teams were no longer displaying low collective
674knowledge negotiation communication patterns. Though the lowest and highest scoring areas
675remained verbal equity and idea building, respectively, all average scores increased. There was
676an increase in quality of claims, with no dysfunctional patterns present and 12 teams showing
677evidence of at least one instance of claims supported with logical, Evidence-Based rationale
678that referred to course content from the text or another information source.
679We ran a repeated measures ANOVA, and found a significant difference in Collaborative
680Discussion Quality score, F (4, 48) = 10.94, p < .001. As p < .001. A Post hoc test using the
681Bonferroni correction revealed that the score showed significant increases between session 1
682and session 3 (mean difference = .60, p < .001), between session 1 and session 5 (mean
683difference = .96, p < .001), between session 2 and session 5 (mean difference = .73,
684p < .001). Thus, collaborative discussion quality improved significantly across three sessions,
685but not between consecutive sessions as teams worked to improve communication processes.
686This suggests that our general approach towards supporting group process awareness and
687regulation facilitated the improvement of collaborative discussion quality over time. As scores
688for each communication process increased for collective information synthesis and knowledge
689negotiation, so did each team’s total discussion quality score (see Fig. 7).

690A case study of changes in communication patterns

691We conducted a case study of a team that improved substantially over time to get a deeper
692understanding of what the changes in collaborative activity looked like at the level of discourse.
693In Session 1, Team 4 had some relatively unequal contributions, but most of their low scores were
694the result of problems with collective knowledge negotiation. Similar to the majority of our teams,
695their two lowest scoring areas were alternative perspectives and quality of claims.
696Figure 8 shows a visual representation of talk moves associated with assessment criteria in
697sessions 1 and 5. There were three topics of discussion in Session 1, each made up of a series

t5:1 Table 5 Descriptive statistics for quality of collaborative discussions at sessions 1 and 5

t5:2 Collective information synthesis Collective knowledge negotiation

t5:3 Verbal
participation

Idea
building

Joint
understanding

Alternative
ideas

Quality of
claims

Norms of
evaluation

t5:4 Session 1
t5:5 Mean 2.46 4.15 3.69 3.23 3.31 3.15
t5:6 Mode 2.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
t5:7 Std.

Dev.
1.38 0.58 0.90 0.75 0.87 0.72

t5:8 Session 5
t5:9 Mean 3.23 5.00 4.15 4.62 4.38 4.38
t5:10 Mode 3.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 4.00 4.00
t5:11 Std.

Dev.
1.30 0.00 0.55 0.51 0.65 0.65

Items were rated on a scale from one to five. A score of two indicate some level of dysfunctional behavior
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698of communication acts (see top of Fig. 8). Their communication pattern for idea building was
699less than optimal, originally scoring an average score (3/5) on the assessment. One topical
700episode consisted of one person sharing their perspective about what was most difficult to
701understand from the reading, followed by another person quickly changing the subject to what
702they experienced as difficult (see top of Fig. 8). Simple agreement and off-topic acts are not
703depicted in the representation. Other topical episodes included a slightly more sophisticated
704pattern, where a topic was proposed, a member responded with input, and these responses
705were extended with elaboration or requests over two to three talk turns. Thus, the number of
706turns related to each topic was relatively small, averaging nine speaker-turns. With regard to
707collective knowledge negotiation, there were no instances where a claim was followed by an
708alternative idea or weighing of evidence. Furthermore, students made claims without justifying
709them with evidence from the course textbook or other online resources. Here is an excerpt
710from one of these episodes. Though there are five posts, they only count as two talk turns
711because we followed conventional definition of turns of speech, where one turn ends when
712another member speaks (turns are numbered for ease of referencing):
713

714

715
718Turn 719Speaker 720Utterance
7221 723Tom 724My questions were more of the technical nature regarding the future of
725databases... Specifically, what will happen to large centralized databases in
726the future if we’re moving towards more client-centric databases with natural
727language? Will multimedia records replace large government databases?
729Tom 730All of our records are in databases now, but as the technology grows and
731develops, how much will the government spend to upgrade?
733Tom 734I can tell you from being on one side of it, it’s a huge cost, and I’m curious to
735see how soon the gov’t would progress with the technology.
7372 738Juan 739That will be interesting. It will be difficult to predict as technology changes so
740quickly. Less than 20 years ago we lived in a world of static web pages with
741no need to access databases in real time. Now, most pages that you visit are
742custom made on-the-fly based on information retrieved from a database.
744Juan 745Wei-yu, do you have any other questions regarding databases?
746747748

749In this example, Tom proposes that technology use places a huge cost on the government
750(Turn 1). Though there are assumptions inherent in this claim, no one addresses them. For

Fig. 7 Discussion quality performance in Time Point 1 vs. Time Point 5
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751example, the team does not weigh the cost of technology upgrades against maintaining paper-
752based records, or losing records. No one questions the basic premise of his claim, that society
753will move to language-based databases, or questions the extent to which multimedia records
754make sense. One student, Juan, does add to the comment by elaborating on the interesting
755nature of the idea before closing the topic (Turn 2).
756In Session 5, the group’s discussion also includes three topical episodes, but the length of
757episodes increases to an average of 24.3 speaker turns. The team was not perfectly equitable in
758turn-taking in session 5 (33%, 40%, and 27%), but there was less variability between speakers
759than in Session 1 (42%, 42%, and 16%).

 Session 1 

Session 5 

Fig. 8 A comparison of patterns of communication in Sessions 1 (top) and 5 (bottom)
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760In Session 5, idea building from one topical episode also leads to a related idea or a completely
761new idea, as students push each other to go back and reevaluate the question. For example, in the
762bottom of Fig. 7, Tom proposes Topic 1: information sharing on the web and whether people will
763continue sharing information. Wei-yu proposes Idea 1, that it depends on whether people mind
764exposing their lives in detail or if they prefer privacy. Juan extends Wei-yu’s idea by stating that
765there will always be those who wish to remain private, but suggests technology may not allow
766them to do so. This was expanded upon with examples, elaboration, and humor from multiple
767members, until Wei-yu brings the discussion back to the central topic and refines the question to
768be whether continual sharing is problematic and proposes a second idea.
769Besides including more complex idea-building moves, the team’s discussion in Session 5
770also includes more sophisticated forms evidence and weighing of ideas. The following is an
771example from Topic 2, bottom of Fig. 7: how far is too far with technology (a discussion that
772took place prior to the public development of the technology in question). Idea 4 consists of
773Juan proposing that he is concerned about the security implications of technology dependence,
774for example, the idea of a self-driving car being hacked. Juan claims that self-driving cars are
775likely, but Tom questions this possibility. In response to Tom’s questioning, Wei-yu and Juan
776provide additional information about self-driving cars:
777

778

779
782Turn 783Speaker 784Utterance
7861 787Wei-yu 788you can start them with your phone and even lock them I think.
7902 791Juan 792http://www.extremetech.com/extreme/181508-googles-self-driving-car-
793passes-700000-accident-free-miles-can-now-avoid-cyclists-stop-for-trains
795Juan 796700,000 miles without accidents.
7983 799Tom 800But what about people that can’t afford that technology?
802Tom 803We’re still at their whim to not cause accidents.
8054 806Juan 807Just like everything else, it will eventually come down in price and
808become mainstream.
810Juan 811I would not be surprised if congress starts requiring all cars to
812be self-driving at some point in the future, citing safety.
8145 815Tom 816Wow, that’s crazy.
8186 819Wei-yu 820That’s what I was thinking.
822Wei-yu 823Once it becomes required people will either get it or find another way to get
824around public transportation.
8267 827Juan 828I can see many positives of it.
830Juan 831More safety, better use of road capacity, vehicle sharing, etc...
833Juan 834But there are also many negatives, like security, privacy, loss of jobs in the
835transportation sector, etc...
837Juan 838Imagine a hacker corrupting the map database, causing vehicles on a specific
839road to turn into a cliff.
8418 842Tom 843Well, if that’s the direction we’re headed, hopefully the
844software will be developed to avoid that.
845846847

848Wei-yu supports Juan’s idea by elaborating on features of a self-driving car (Turn 1) and Juan
849adds evidence to support his claim (Turn 2). The team elaborates on the implications of Juan’s
850idea (turns 3–4, 6). Juan also weighs the potential costs and benefits of such a technology,
851including the potential security risks (turn 7). Tom responds to the idea of this new risk by
852referring to a concept from the course, the co-evolution of human activity and technology (turn 8).
853In examining communication patterns in Sessions 1 and 5, we can see distinctive changes
854from less to more sophisticated discourse. Even though the team spent the same amount of
855time on the discussion in in both sessions, in Session 5, students discuss ideas in more depth
856and display longer, more diverse, and more cohesive communication acts.
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857(RQ2) to what extent do different individual reflective scripts impact joint
858sense-making about collaborative processes and group regulation outcomes?

859Effects of reflective condition on socio-metacognitive talk

860Given that the different conditions pushed individuals to focus their attention on examining the
861transcript or examining strategies to improve future discussions, one could expect that the
862Future Thinking condition might talk more about planning and the evidence team might spend
863more time on talking about instances in the transcript that explain existing problems or talking
864about why problems occurred. However, when we examined how groups made sense of their
865collaborative processes, we saw no significant differences in the frequency of types of talk, but
866rather differences in the frequency of overall socio-metacognitive talk or the different forms of
867socio-metacognitive talk. There were differences between groups with regards to how they
868engaged in reflection talk, talk centered around determining why problems occurred.
869During reflection talk, Six out of seven groups in the Evidence-Based condition paid attention to
870specific interactions from the content-based discussionwhen diagnosing communication problems:

871872“I gave a 2 for the next goal [contributing alternative ideas]. We did a lot of agreeing,
873and we used a lot of "I think" or "I feel" statements, most of which were opinions. We
874referenced the textbook itself a few times, but I think we could have benefited frommore
875fact-based evidence. This is especially true when we were talking about privacy toward
876the end of the discussion”.
877

878In contrast, when trying to diagnose problems, four out of six of the groups in the Future
879Thinking condition primarily focused on discussing generic, external factors not connected to
880the specific behaviors housed in the chat transcript: “it’s hard for multiple people reading from
881the same book to have diverse ideas”, or “I think the only thing keeping us from a perfect score
882is again, it is hard to have rich argumentation when there are only 2 people.” As such, teams in
883the Evidence-Based condition, had more targeted reflective analysis, identifying and evaluat-
884ing specific micro-communication patterns from the discussion session.

885Effects of reflective condition on improvement of discourse quality

886We used a 2 (Condition) × 5 (Time) mixed factorial design, to examine the effect of individual
887reflective scripting condition on communication patterns over the five sessions. In this model, Time
888represents when in time the sessions took place. When accounting for different baseline scores and
889conditions (i.e., team nested within condition, and time nested within condition), we found that
890teams in the Evidence-Based condition had significantly higher scores on average, M = 11.87,
891SD = 2.11, than teams in the Future Thinking condition (M = 11.07, SD = 2.19); F(1, 110) = 5.46,
892p < .05. Time also had partial correlation on Discussion Quality in this model was .45, p < .005.
893However, there was no significant interaction with session time and type of individual reflective
894condition, meaning that there were no differences in howmuch the conditions improved over time.

895Discussion

896Given how important collaborative activity is becoming for our society and the fact that many
897are unable to collaborate well, we wanted to develop a method to help students regulate
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898collaborative discourse processes so as to improve them. To our knowledge, no study has
899shown that technological support for group regulation can help teams to improve their course-
900based, collaborative discourse over time. Supporting group regulation of collaborative activity
901in a theoretically informed way is a challenge because requires a substantial amount of
902knowledge about what types of activities are desired for healthy collaborative functioning
903and what types of individual and group support students would need to regulate collaborative
904activity so as to inform design.
905Building on theory, we proposed a framework for computer-supported group regulation that
906included a method for analyzing group discussions, concrete ways to support groups in
907analyzing their own discussions with an eye to improvement, and different possibilities for
908scripting individual reflection. Our findings clearly show that our approach can help students
909to systematically improve the quality of collaborative discourse. Our findings also show that
910our approach helps groups to view their collaborative processes as objects of thought and work
911to improve them through joint socio-metacognitive sense-making and regulation. These
912findings are especially promising given that research on group sense-making and collaboration
913repeatedly show that students rarely display regulatory behavior and teams do not naturally
914improve on these types of communication processes over time (Kozlowski and Ilgen 2006).
915We also tested whether individual reflective practices impacted the quality of collective
916sense-making about collaborative processes and the team’s ability to improve over time. We
917tested two alternative individual reflective scripts, Future-Thinking and Evidence-Based.
918Asking students to provide evidence to support their assessments of process quality
919(Evidence-Based condition) was associated with higher quality discourse at each session and
920more targeted reflective analysis than asking students to provide strategies they could use to
921improve future discussions (Future Thinking condition). This is important because it suggests
922that computer-support should include prompts that push students to use the archives to support
923their evaluation process.
924One explanation for the difference between our two reflective assessment conditions comes
925from an understanding of problems with individual and group attention. Attention is an
926important factor that can help or hinder regulation. What an individual focuses attention on
927can affect individual error detection and interpretation of a problem (Hofmann et al. 2012;
928Rueda et al. 2005), but can also impact a team. In order for a group to be aware of a process, at
929least one individual must pay attention to it and bring it to the collective attention of the group
930when neccessary. It is possible that requiring individuals to provide evidence for their reflective
931assessments focuses their attention on concrete communication acts, enhancing the quality of
932their reflective analysis by recognizing how specific patterns of communication impact the
933quality of group processes. Thus, this type of reflective prompting may enhance the depth of
934knowledge of existing collaborative processes. Depth of individual knowledge may help the
935group select strategies that are specifically suited to the team’s patterns of communication and
936facilitate improvement over time. However, more research is needed to determine the relation-
937ship between attention, problem detection, problem interpretation, and regulation within a
938nested system and implications for the design of computer-supported group regulation.
939Given the that our approach can help students to think about and improve their collabora-
940tive processes we believe this framework would be useful as a means to guide the design of
941technologies aiming to help students learn how to manage and improve collaborative process-
942es. Though the instructional methods we used, i.e., reflection, self-assessment, are not new, the
943way that we used them are novel. We developed a theoretically supported way for students and
944researchers to evaluate the quality of collaborative sense-making discourse and a framework
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945for using these assessments and technological support to help students improve their discus-
946sions over time. Our study also sheds light on the need to broaden our use of scripting beyond
947support of collaborative processes in action, because supporting how students individually and
948collectively make-sense of their collaborative processes after they occur may be a powerful
949way help students learn how to manage these processes for themselves.

950Limitations and future research

951The purpose for this study was to inform the design of a computer-supported group regulation
952system that could enhance the quality of reflective analysis and help teams develop socio-
953metacognitive expertise. Our findings are an important step in this direction. Nonetheless, it is
954important to note that research on the development of socio-metacognition is still in its infancy
955and more collective work needs to be done in this area. Given how little is known about the
956regulation of group cognition, we chose to prioritize a deep analysis of a small population over
957a semester, rather than a broader analysis of a larger population over a short period of time.
958However, both types of studies will be necessary to better understand how socio-metacognitive
959expertise develops and how it affects different aspects of group cognition. This is especially
960true with regard to our findings on the effects of reflective conditions on socio-metacognitive
961sense-making activity. Given the small sample size, it is uncertain to what extent the findings
962can generalize to a larger population. Moreover, we did not analyze the written individual
963responses that occurred during this part of the activity. Thus, more research is needed on the
964effects of reflective scripting on socio-metacognitive development and collaborative process
965improvement. Of specific interest is the extent to which targeting attention to specific
966conversation processes impacts socio-metacognitive sense-making activity in general.
967Another limitation of the current work is that our scope of the problem may be too narrow.
968For example, this study largely ignored the impact of emotion on learning and reflection, but
969there is growing evidence that cognition and emotion are largely intertwined (Meyer and
970Turner 2006; Tully and Bolshakov 2010). Emotion may play a key role in activating learning
971centers in the brain, influencing attention and sophistication of thinking (Hu et al. 2007; Petty
972and Briñol 2015). These studies suggest that emotion may serve as the initial gateway, before
973attention, and can fundamentally shape what we pay attention to, as well as our awareness and
974interpretation of events and therefore what is remembered and learned (Immordino-Yang 2015;
975Norman 2004; Ortony et al. 2004). Therefore, more research needs to be done on the role that
976emotion plays throughout the process of regulation of collaborative discourse.
977There is also little agreement in the field of CSCL as to what high quality collaboration
978looks like concretely or how to measure it (Gress et al. 2010; Jeong et al. 2014; Ong and Borge
9792016). Yet, if students need to be able to regulate their collaborative activity, research suggests
980they need models of competence they can use to productively analyze their own activity
981(Nesbit 2012; Weick et al. 2005; Winne and Nesbit 2009). Even imperfect models and
982summative feedback assessments have the potential to help students understand and regulate
983their collaborative activity (Borge and White 2016).
984Given the need to carefully examine what productive collaborative processes look like in
985practice and the extent to which different patterns may predict the quality of collective thinking
986processes and decision-making outcomes, there is a need to develop an understanding of this
987complex phenomenon through small field-based qualitative case studies and larger laboratory-
988based empirical studies. In this way, important markers of collective thinking processes can be
989identified, possible reasons for their importance can be uncovered, and relationships between
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990key variables can be examined in controlled and real-world settings. Moving back and forth
991between classroom-based and laboratory-based studies will allow researchers to leverage both
992realism and precision of measurement when making sense of this phenomenon.
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